4-H Pre-Fair
Contest Days

August 2-3, 2022
Cloverleaf Hall & Food Booth

Dear 4-H members, parents, and leaders:
The 2022 4-H Pre-Fair Contest Days is coming up very soon. The dates this
year are Tuesday and Wednesday August 3rd and 4th. This is a time for 4-H
members to participate in contests and show the public what they have learned this
year.
This booklet is designed to tell you about each contest you may enter and
hopefully answer all your questions before the fair. If you have additional questions
about the contests, ask your leaders.
Please return the registration form for Pre-Fair Contest Days and the fashion
revue narration sheet by July 1st to the Wallowa County Extension Office. Those of
you participating in the foods contests will receive a packet with forms to fill out and
present to the judge.
After all the registration forms are turned in, I will put together a schedule for
the 2 days of Pre-Fair Contest Days and get it back to you as soon as possible!
Presentations will be grouped by age division as much as possible. Your
cooperation is VITAL. Return the registration form and fashion revue narration ON
TIME!
Please get your entries in for the 2022 Pre-Fair Contest Days right away! This
year's fair is going to be exciting and lots of fun -- guaranteed! Registration forms
are included in this booklet. If you need more than one registration form, feel free
to make a copy of it or stop by the Extension office and pick up extra forms. If you
have any questions, contact your club leader or Debi at the extension office at 4263143.
Good luck to all of you!
Sincerely,
Debera Warnock
4-H Extension Agent

WHAT IS PRE-FAIR CONTEST DAYS?
It is a two-day educational event that provides 4-H members the opportunity to receive public recognition
for their accomplishments. It's held in the spring in order to let 4-H Home Ec. members participate in
contests that cannot be held during Wallowa County Fair due to limited space. Presentations are a big part
of the Pre-Fair Contest Days.

WHY?
Wallowa County's 4-H Pre-Fair Contest Days provides 4-H members with opportunities to:
1)
2)

Learn new skills and better methods of demonstrating, construction and showmanship related to
project materials.
Develop responsibility, self-confidence, and leadership skills and sportsmanship through
presentations.

WHO RUNS IT?
The Wallowa County 4-H Youth Development Extension Agent coordinates Pre-Fair Contest Days activities
with the assistance of 4-H leaders, parents, judges and donors of special awards. The Wallowa County Fair
Board provides judges, ribbons and premium money for participants.

WHO CAN ENTER?
4-H’ers enrolled by June 1 in Cooking, Sewing, Knitting, Crocheting, Outdoor Cooking, Leathercraft may
participate in contests in the areas in which they are enrolled. Special contests are scheduled for members
enrolled in Archery and Rifle.

Presentations, Favorite Foods, Tablesetting, and Favorite Outfit contests are open to all 4-H
members enrolled by June 1. Remember, to qualify for All-Around awards you must do a presentation!

WHAT CAN YOU ENTER?
See the complete list of contests on the registration form.

Parents, grandparents, family and friends are welcome to attend all contests and
presentations!
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SCHEDULE

Remember, this is the basis of the Pre-Fair Contest Days Schedule — After July 1st (the deadline for
entries) you will receive a letter with your specific times to report for contests. Any questions? Call Debi
or Jill at 426-3143.

Tuesday, August 2nd
ALL DAY

PRESENTATIONS

ALL DAY

MEMBERS MAY SET UP FAVORITE OUTFIT BOARDS

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

COOKING CONTESTS

10 a.m.—noon

FCS SKILL-A-THON

TBA

TABLE SETTING CONTEST
FAVORITE FOODS (schedule time will be sent to you)
JUNIOR MEASURING CONTEST (First Year Juniors Only)

Wednesday, August 3rd
8 a.m.—12 p.m.

PRESENTATIONS

9 a.m. till done

SEWING SKILLS CONTEST — all age groups (You will be
scheduled for the sewing skills)

10 a.m.

FASHION REVUE PRACTICE

10 a.m.

FAVORITE OUTFIT BOARDS NEED TO BE DONE

11 a.m.

FASHION REVUE JUDGING
(An audience at the judging is always welcome! Juniors are welcome to watch the
older 4-H'ers. You might pick up a few tips!)
(Practice for public fashion revue following the judging)
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GENERAL RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS
Indicate the contests you want to enter on the registration form. All registrations must be into the
Extension office by July 1st. A schedule will be made up and you will be notified by letter of the time you
will be doing the contests. (Some contests will be prearranged... see schedule of events on the previous
page). Please sign up for all contests you want to enter so we can schedule around any conflicts. If you
need to schedule for a certain day or time, please indicate that on the registration form.
1. All registration forms must be in the Extension office by July 1st. Any entries received after that date
will receive no premiums, no premium points, and will not be eligible for State Fair. Late entries may
receive only those awards or honors determined by official judges.
2. Any mother entering her child's kitchen to assist in any way will cause the child's placing to be
dropped one ribbon level. If your child needs anything, ask the Pre-Fair Contest Days Chairman to
help.
3. If you are entering the 4-H Fashion Revue you will write your own narration script. The description
you write about you and your garment will be read when you model in the public Fashion Revue.
Enclosed is a narration sheet to be filled out and returned to the Extension office as soon as possible.
4. All decisions made by the judges are final.
5. Placings will be made using the merit system and blue, red and white ribbons will be awarded.
Contestants and products are judged against a standard—not against other contestants or products.
6. The following contests are offered at the Oregon State Fair for intermediate and senior contestants.
The 4-H agent will work with you later in the summer to schedule times at the state fair if you are
selected to represent Wallowa County!
Food of the Pacific Northwest Preparation Contests:
• Mini-Meal
- Food Preservation
- Food Preparation
• Presentations
• Beef Ambassador Competition
• Food Judging
• Clothing Judging
7. AGE GROUPS (determined by age as of September 1st):
Cloverbuds…………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………Grades K-3
Junior......................................................................................................................................... Ages 9-11
Intermediate ........................................................................................................................... Ages 12-14
Senior ...................................................................................................................................... Ages 15-19
8. Use of a microwave oven is acceptable in all food contests. One will be available for use.
9. Cloverbuds are invited to participate in the following: Presentation, Favorite Foods, Favorite Outfit,
and Tablesetting. They may participate in the interview process and will receive participation ribbons.
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Presentations
These guidelines are to be used for Presentations in all project areas. Judging criteria are outlined on the
Oregon 4-H Presentation Evaluation sheets for Demonstrations and Illustrated Talks (211-001); Public
Speaking (211-002) and Impromptu Speaking (211-003) available at the county Extension office and on
the State 4-H website.
GENERAL INFORMATION
1. 4-H Presentation divisions include demonstrations, illustrated talks, public speeches, and
impromptu speeches.
2. Members may have one entry in each class as long as the subject matter is different for each.
3. Members may be expected to use a microphone.
4. All contestants will be interviewed by the judge at the conclusion of their presentation.
5. Counties may enter as many blue ribbon participants from the county contest as the judge
qualifies for State Fair.
DEMONSTRATIONS AND ILLUSTRATED TALKS
A demonstration shows how to do something. There is a finished product at the end. An illustrated talk
is a way to share information with the use of visual aids.
1. Topic may be anything the member wants to share with others.
2. A member may not present the same topic more than once.
3. Teams will consist of two members. If one team member is a senior and the other an
intermediate, the presentation should be entered in the senior division.
4. Each team or individual will have time to set up, present, and clear the area. The actual presentation
should be between 3 and 10 minutes for Juniors and 10 to 15 minutes in length for Intermediates and
Seniors.
5. 4-H members must furnish all supplies and equipment required except for a table, easel and
microphone. If other special equipment is needed, contact the Extension office prior to Pre-Fair Contest
Days. A computer and projector may be borrowed from the Extension Office with prior arrangements.
6. The use of notes is permitted. However, the excessive use of notes may be counted against the
contestant at the judge’s discretion.
7. During the presentation, contestants should introduce themselves by name and topic.
8. Contestants should cite their major references at the conclusion of their presentation. (Citing
references is not included in the time.)
9. Anyone may ask questions of the contestant.
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PUBLIC SPEECHES
A public speech can be informational or persuasive. No visual aids may be used.
1. Topic may be anything the member wants to share with others.
2. A member may not present the same topic more than once at the Pre-Fair Contest Days.
3. Speeches should be between 3 and 8 minutes for Juniors and 7 to 10 minutes in length for
Intermediates and Seniors.
4. The use of notes is permitted. However, the excessive use of notes may be counted against the
contestant at the judge’s discretion.
5. During the speech, contestants should introduce themselves by name and topic.
6. Contestants should cite their major references at the conclusion of their speech. (Citing
references is not included in the time.)
7. Anyone may ask questions of the contestant.
IMPROMPTU SPEAKING
The presenter must compose and deliver a speech with no prior preparation.
1. Contestants will draw topics at random.
2. Once contestants draw a topic, they will have five minutes to prepare before they begin their
speech. The contestant may write notes on one 3 x 5 inch notecard which will be provided.
3. The speech should be 3 to 5 minutes in length.
4. During the speech, contestants should introduce themselves by name and topic.
5. No questions may be asked at the conclusion of the speech.

Cloverbud Presentation
Members Kindergarten through 8 years old may participate in this contest.
Contestants should introduce themselves at the beginning of their presentation. 1st year members
demonstrate the 4-H pledge and hand motions to the judge. 2nd year and beyond choose a topic. The
judge will ask one question.
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Favorite Food Contest

(Cloverbud, Junior, Intermediate & Senior Classes)
(Open to all 4-H members)
This contest asks 4-H members to display a favorite food (that they have prepared) set for an occasion or holiday.
Some ideas may be: “western bbq”, “4th of July”, “Baby Shower.” You will have plenty of time to arrange the table
setting display, but it must be the work of the member.
Each contestant will prepare a display consisting of:
1. A 4-H exhibit tag to attach to your table will be available the day of the contest.
2. A menu printed on a 5 x 8 card (menu must contain a favorite food that you’ve prepared)
3. A table set for one, complete with cloth and centerpiece. (Bring your own card table).
4. Recipe of the favorite food printed or typed on a 3 x 5 card.
5. Bring Favorite Food to serve Judge. You will take home remainder of food after being judged. There
are facilities to keep food hot or refrigerated.
•

Your table will be set up in the large room and left until the end of the awards ceremony. I
think they will be really fun for the awards program!

SCORE CARD FOR FAVORITE FOOD CONTEST
Exhibitor ............................................................................................................................................................. 10
understands preparation of favorite food (5); Personal appearance – neat and is
well groomed, dressed appropriately for serving meal or snack (5)
Favorite Food ..................................................................................................................................................... 25
Flavor (10); appearance (10); Quality – Includes texture (5)
Menu .................................................................................................................................................................. 25
Balance – in texture, in flavor, in color (5); Balance in food value (10); Suitability
to favorite food (5)
Table Setting (Includes centerpiece) ................................................................................................................. 25
Attractive appearance (5); Appropriate to menu (5); Suitable arrangement of dishes,
silver, linen, etc. (10); Centerpiece (5).
Knowledge of nutrition ..................................................................................................................................... 15
Knows basic nutrients (10) and knows how favorite food contributes to diet (5).
POSSIBLE SCORE 100

Favorite Outfit Contest

(Cloverbud, Junior, Intermediate & Senior Classes)
(Open to all 4-H members)
This contest asks 4-H members to display their favorite outfit and accessories around your own
theme. After everyone's is set up a judge will go around and judge each display — no interview. You will
have plenty of time to arrange the display but it must be the work of the member.
Boards will be provided for you. You will need to cover board with paper or fabric as you begin.
Boards will be 4' x 4' and are easy to push pins into. Bring clear plastic to cover finished board. They will
stay up until after the awards program.
The garment may be for any age person; may be formal or informal; purchased or made at home.
A “Favorite Outfit Contest” explanation sheet obtained from the 4-H office must accompany the exhibit.
SCORE CARD FOR FAVORITE OUTFIT CONTEST
Garment and accessories
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Appropriateness of garment to event or theme ................................................................................. 20
Appropriateness of accessories to event or theme ............................................................................ 20
Appropriateness of accessories to garment ........................................................................................ 20
Color coordination
Color blending and harmony of accessories, garment and display board ......................................... 10
Completeness
Is ensemble complete, with all necessary outer garments and accessories; does it create a unified
whole?................................................................................................................................................... 10
Display or presentation
Have basic design principles been followed and is display interesting? ............................................ 10
Originality of display ........................................................................................................................................ 10
POSSIBLE SCORE 100

GENERAL RULES:

TABLE SETTING CONTEST

(Cloverbuds, Juniors, Intermediates, & Seniors)

1. Contest is open to all 4-H members — Cloverbuds, Juniors, Intermediates, and Seniors. Contestants
will be asked to set a single setting for a meal.
2. CLOVERBUDS & JUNIORS: Contestants will be asked to set a single place setting for a breakfast meal.
INTERMEDIATES: Contestants will be asked to set a single setting for a luncheon meal.
SENIORS: Contestants will be asked to set a single place setting for a dinner meal.
3. A variety of dishes, glassware, placemats, linens, and flatware will be provided.
4. A 15-minute time limit is allowed.
5. Refer to Table Setting Guidelines (999-06) for proper table setting.
SCORE CARD FOR TABLE SETTING
Work Habits ........................................................................................................................................................ 20
Clean appearance
Attentive to instructions
Has needed equipment organized
Skill in Table Setting ........................................................................................................................................... 50
Selection of dishes, silverware, glasses, etc., appropriate and adequate for menu
Proper placement of dishes, silverware, glasses, and napkin
Finished Product ............................................................................................................................................... 30
Overall appearance and effect of place setting
TOTAL 100

Celebrate our World: Table Setting Contest

To celebrate the diversity in our world, each year the Oregon 4-H project areas
will focus attention on the cultures of a different country or region of the world. This special emphasis
allows members to focus on learning about the country/region and the skills and techniques unique to
that culture. The exhibit is to be inspired by the country of celebration.
The Celebrate our World Explanation Card (998-03) is to be completely and thoughtfully completed and
securely attached to the exhibit.
511 800 002 Intermediate Celebrate our World inspired Table Setting contest
511 800 003 Senior Celebrate our World inspired Table Setting contest
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FOODS CONTESTS

(For members enrolled in 4-H Food Projects)
Information to include on recipes may be found in “Choosing & Using Recipes” (4-H 93112).

MEASURING CONTEST

GENERAL RULES:
(First year food members only)
1. Participants will demonstrate the measuring of flour, sugar, water, brown sugar, salt and shortening.
2. Participants will bring their own measuring cups, measuring spoons and any other utensils needed to
accurately measure the above ingredients.
3. All the ingredients will be provided.
4. The contest may include measurements that require more than one utensil to measure accurately.
SCORE CARD FOR MEASURING CONTEST
Work habits .......................................................................................................................................... 40
Clean appearance, good posture, courteous (10)
Follows directions (10)
Has needed equipment organized and ready (10)
Leaves work area clean (10)
Skills in Measuring ............................................................................................................................... 60
Uses appropriate measuring utensils
Measures accurately
Knowledgeable about measurements
TOTAL 100

COOKIE BAKING

JUNIORS ONLY
GENERAL RULES:
1. Contestants will bring all ingredients and equipment needed to mix and bake one pan of drop, bar or
formed cookies. Remaining dough is baked for refreshments for the awards program.
2. Range, refrigerator, microwave, and worktable will be provided.
3. A “Junior 4-H Food Contest” judge’s information form MUST be presented to the judge before the
contest. (Please note source of recipe on form). Recipe must include at least two products from the
"Foods of the Pacific Northwest". Refer to list on page 21. Don’t forget recipe for yourself!
4. Contestant must have a poster with their name and the item they are preparing. Example: Suzie Q.
“Chocolate Chip Cookies”. (May add picture). These will be kept and displayed at the awards program
and may be picked up that evening.
5. One hour time limit.

SNAPPY SNACKS

JUNIORS ONLY
GENERAL RULES:
1. Each contestant is to bring all ingredients and equipment to prepare their Snappy Snack. Emphasis will
be placed on nutritious snacks. Be creative. A few possibilities include milk or fruit drink, fruit or
vegetable snacks, cheeses, sandwiches, etc
2. A “Junior 4-H Food Contest” judge’s information form MUST be presented to the judge before the
contest. (Please note source of recipe on form). Recipe must include at least two products from the
"Foods of the Pacific Northwest". Refer to list on page 21.
3. Contestant must have a poster with their name and the item they are preparing. Example: Suzie Q.
“Nachos”. (May add picture). These will be kept and displayed at the awards program and may be
picked up that evening.
4. Range, refrigerator, microwave and worktable will be provided. You may bring small appliances, if
desired.
5. 25 minute time limit allowed.
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BETTER BREAKFAST

JUNIORS ONLY
GENERAL RULES:
1. Contestants will prepare one item from a breakfast menu. [Member is asked to serve the judge -- do
not set a table with placemat, etc.]
2. Range, refrigerator, microwave and worktable will be provided.
3. A “Junior 4-H Food Contest” judge’s information form MUST be presented to the judge before the
contest. (Please note source of recipe on form). Recipe must include at least two products from the
"Foods of the Pacific Northwest". Refer to list on page 21.
4. Contestant must have a poster with their name and the item they are preparing. Example: Suzie Q.
“French Toast”. (May add picture). These will be kept and displayed at the awards program and may
be picked up that evening.
5. One hour time limit.
SCORE CARD FOR SNAPPY SNACK, BETTER BREAKFAST, AND COOKIE BAKING CONTESTS
Personal appearance and attitude .................................................................................................................... 10
Work Habits ........................................................................................................................................................ 10
Preparation Skills................................................................................................................................................ 30
Measuring Techniques (15)
Mixing and/or assembly (15)
Finished Product ................................................................................................................................................ 45
Appearance, Texture, Flavor, Originality
Cost Accuracy ..................................................................................................................................................... 5
TOTAL 100

Microwave Cooking Contest
(Juniors, Intermediates & Seniors)

Contestants must provide the recipe for favorite foods. Intermediates and seniors must provide a
recipe and a menu planned around their food. (Please include the source of the recipe). A microwave oven
will be provided.
Junior — Make a favorite snack. You have ½ hour. (Menu not required for Junior contest)
• A “Junior 4-H Food Contest” judge’s information form MUST be presented to the judge before the
contest. (Please note source of recipe on form).
• Contestant must have a poster with their name and the item they are preparing. Example: Suzie Q.
“Cheesy Bagels”. (May add picture). These will be kept and displayed at the awards program and may
be picked up that evening.
Intermediates & Seniors MUST bring “Foods of PNW” Judge’s Information form.
Intermediate — Make a favorite dish. You have ½ hour.
Senior — Make a favorite meal. Two dishes may be cooked in the microwave oven. You will have a 1hour time limit.
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Foods of the Pacific Northwest Contest

(Intermediates and Seniors)
GENERAL RULES:
Participants must be enrolled in the Foods and Nutrition project. Each participant must prepare one
food product. Judging criteria are outlined in the newly revised 4-H Food and Nutrition Contest Score
Sheet (511-17), available at the county Extension office or on the State 4-H website. There are two
divisions in the contest, Intermediate and Senior.
The following items apply to each division and class:
1. Participants will have one hour (start to finish) for set-up, preparation, and cleanup. Participants must
provide all ingredients and equipment except range, microwave oven, and refrigerator.
2. Participants should prepare one recipe, one batch, etc., of the food product using at least two
ingredients representative of the Pacific Northwest. Participants should select a food product that can
be prepared within the time limit. For food safety finished dishes prepared at home may not be
brought and served at fair. Only yeast products which require proofing will be allowed extra
time. Proofing time is done with members out of the kitchen. Participants should not prepare the
same recipe more than one year.
3. The use of alcoholic beverages that would be unlawful for a minor to purchase or possess is not
permitted.
4. The food prepared must be displayed on a serving platter or tray, or in a dish, bowl, basket, etc.
Participants must also display one place setting of the table service which would be used in serving
the food at a meal (include plates, tableware, napkin, glasses, tablecloth, placemat, or whatever is
appropriate). A card table will be available for each display. A centerpiece may be included if the
participant wishes but is not required.
5. Participants will serve samples of the food to the judge and the public. Paper plates and plastic
utensils will be provided by the Fair.
6. All participants must provide the judge with a “Judges Information Form,” available from the
county Extension Office or at the State 4-H website. The judge will also ask questions regarding the
Pacific Northwest food used, i.e., nutritive value, region produced, or season when most plentiful.
7. All participants must provide a poster (approximately 24” x 30”) of the recipe to display in the
preparation area. Please include 4-H member’s name, county and contest name on the poster.
Example: Suzie Q. “Beef Stew” (May add picture). These will be kept and displayed at the awards
program and may be picked up that evening.
8. Participants are expected to leave the kitchen clean. This will be part of the judge’s evaluation.

Celebrate our World
To celebrate the diversity in our world, each year the Oregon 4-H project areas will focus attention on
the cultures of a different country or region of the world. This special emphasis allows members to focus
on learning about the country/region and the skills and techniques unique to that culture.
511 800 012 Intermediate, One food product inspired by the Celebrate our World country or region
511 800 013 Senior, One food product inspired by the Celebrate our World country or region
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Mini-Meal Contest
(Intermediate and Senior)

There are two divisions in the contest, Intermediate and Senior. Within those divisions there are
individual and team classes. Teams will consist of two members. If one team member is a senior and the
other an intermediate, the mini-meal should be entered in the senior division.
4-H members enrolled in the Food and Nutrition and Food Preservation projects may have one entry in
each division as long as different dishes are prepared for each. Each participant (or team) must prepare
only two dishes. One must be a main dish and the other can be any other food which would either (a)
make an entire meal if served together, or (b) be part of a larger meal if other foods were included.
The meal might be a breakfast, lunch, dinner, brunch, buffet supper, snack meal, party meal, etc.
Members can utilize food products they have preserved. Judging criteria are outlined on the newly
revised 4-H Food and Nutrition Contest Score Sheet (511-17), available at the county Extension office or
on the State 4-H website.
The following items apply to each division and class:
1. Participants will have two hours (start to finish) for set-up, preparation, and cleanup. Participants
must provide all ingredients and equipment except range, microwave oven, and refrigerator. For food
safety finished dishes prepared at home may not be brought and served at fair.
2. Participants should prepare one recipe, one batch, etc., of food product. No fixed number of servings
is required.
3. The use of alcoholic beverages that would be unlawful for a minor to possess is not permitted.
4. The foods prepared must be displayed on a serving platter or tray, or in a dish, bowl, basket, etc.
Participants must also display one place setting of the table service which would be used in serving
the meal (include plates, tableware, napkin, glasses, tablecloth, placemat, or whatever is appropriate). A
card table will be available for each participant to use for display. A centerpiece may be included if the
participant wishes but is not required.
5. Participants will serve samples of the food to the judge. The remainder of the dish will be set on the
tasting table for the public. Paper plates and plastic utensils will be provided by the Fair.
6. All participants must provide the judge with a “Judges Information Form,” available from the
county Extension office, or on the State 4-H website.
7. All participants must provide a poster (approximately 24” x 30”) of the recipe to display in the
preparation area. Example: Suzie Q. “Beef Stroganoff” (May add picture). These will be kept and
displayed at the awards program and may be picked up that evening.
8. Participants are expected to leave the kitchens clean. This will be part of the judge’s evaluation.
Listed below are the classes under mini-meal in which you may participate:
o Intermediate Mini-Meal
o Intermediate Team Mini-Meal
o Senior Mini-Meal
o Senior Team Mini-Meal
SCORE CARD FOR INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR MINI-MEAL CONTEST
Each of the three groupings below will account for one-third of the total score. Each participant
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will visit with the judge after the Mini-Meal is prepared and served.
Preparation skills (measuring, mixing/assembling, cooking and baking procedures).
Management (efficient use of equipment and work space, tasks done in efficient sequence).
Work habits (cleanliness, neatness, sanitation).
Finished product (appearance, texture, color, flavor, temperature)
Creativity, originality (choice of foods and menu, display, service).
Appropriate table setting
Nutrition (knowledge of what foods in menu contribute to the diet)
Cost accuracy

Outdoor Cookery Contest

(Juniors, Intermediates and Seniors) and may be a 2 person team competition
4-H members enrolled in Food Preparation or Outdoor Cookery are eligible to enter the Outdoor
Cookery Contest. The contest increases recognition to 4-H members in the Outdoor Cookery project and
enhances the visibility of 4-H and the skills youth develop through 4-H. Each participant is required to
prepare only one dish. A second food can be prepared but if it requires cooking it should use the same
heat source. It should also complement the main dish. (Example: main dish — grilled chicken; optional
second dish — grilled tomatoes).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Participants will prepare their food outdoors. Outdoor fires must be a self-contained unit. Fair lawns
may not be disturbed by digging or putting fire on the ground.
Contestants should provide all their own equipment and ingredients. Preparation tables and a water
source will be provided.
Contestants will have two hours for set-up, preparation and cleanup. Additional time needed to get
the fire ready will not be considered part of the two hours.
Contestants should prepare 1 recipe, 1 batch, etc. of the main dish.
The use of alcoholic beverages in not permitted (possession of such beverages by a minor is unlawful).
The food prepared must be accompanied by a poster with the recipe of the food item being prepared.
The size of the poster must not exceed 24" x 30" but cannot be less than 14" x 22". These will be kept
and displayed at the awards program and may be picked up that evening. It needs to be easy to hang
from a table or mount on an easel. Printing on the poster should be easily ready by the public.
Contestants will serve a sample of the food to the judge on dishes you provide. The remainder of the
dish will be set on the tasting table and be available for the public. Paper plates and utensils will be
provided.
Contestants must provide the judge with a “Judges Information Form”, which will be mailed to you
after registrations are received.
• Junior’s form is “Junior 4-H Food Contest” Judge’s information form.
• Intermediate & Senior form is “Foods of PNW” Judge’s information form.
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Clothing, Knitting & Crocheting Contests
FASHION REVUE

Clothing, Knitting and Crocheting
(Junior, Intermediate, and Senior)
1. All contestants must be enrolled in Clothing, Knitting or Crocheting project and model garment made
in that project. Contestants will submit a description of garment and self that will be used as a
narration sheet along with the contest registration form to the Extension Office by July 1st. You may
sign up for: Clothing Fashion Revue Crocheting Fashion Revue Knitting Fashion Revue
NOTE: Sign up for the correct grade level.
2. State fair contestants will be selected from blue ribbon winners only in the Intermediate and Senior
classes in clothing, knitting and crocheting. At State Fair a member may not enter the same garment
in an exhibit class and a Fashion Revue.
3. At the county level of competition a 4-H'er may enter the same garment in construction as in Fashion
Revue. Or the 4-H'er has the freedom to wear a different garment in the Fashion Revue — but it must
be made by the 4-H member.
4. All participants will be interviewed by the judge.
5. All participants in the Fashion Revue are expected to attend judging and the public show at the awards
program.
FASHION REVUE SCORE CARD
Participant:
Posture, poise, grooming, attitude ............................................................................................................. 30
The outfit of the participant ............................................................................................................................. 50
Becomingness: choice of texture, color and style; fit; neck, shoulders, sleeves, waist, side seams,
hemline and grain line in total garment;
Accessories: appropriate, value for money spent
Workmanship and construction ...................................................................................................................... 20
Quality of work as it contributes to the “Professional Look”
POSSIBLE SCORE
100

Notes on the Fashion Revue!!

Judging will be in the large room at Cloverleaf Hall on the Wallowa County Fairgrounds. Remind 4-H'ers to
please come 1/2 hour early so they can check in, get dressed and be ready to be judged.

How to Write a NARRATION:

It is important to write as if someone else is talking about you. Here is an example:

“Here is Jenny ready to go to church with her Grandma. She made her blue floral print 100% cotton
jumper in class. She has complimented it with a short sleeved blouse and a favorite purse that she already
had. This jumper is her very first machine sewn project and it took 17 hours to make. This outfit cost her
$12.75 to make but looks like a million bucks! This outfit is a “Grandma Special” since one Grandma
helped pick out the material. The shoes are a gift from Grandma #1 and the purse is from Grandma #2.
Now it's up to you!! It's really fun to write your own narration. Remember to tell us things like the color of
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fabric, and type of fabric, such as wool, cotton, or whatever. Also include such things as special features
on your outfit; such as tulip sleeves, gathers at the waist, the length, type of pockets, etc., etc.!! To make
your narration sound professional, add some descriptive words, like “stylish; new length; or new look; new
colors for fall; buttons marching up the front of my dress; soft, textured, feminine, etc. etc.!” BE
CREATIVE!!

SEWING SKILLS

(All 4-H'ers in sewing projects)
GENERAL RULES:
1. These contests are designed to test skills that have been taught for these age groups.
2. Contestants should bring a sewing box containing thimble, needles, scissors, seam gauge, pincushion, pins
and tape measure. Fabric, thread, sewing machine and other necessary supplies will be furnished. Don't
forget to bring a small paper bag for your scraps!
3. Contestants should be able to follow directions to complete the skill for the skill level. You may ask for help
in threading the sewing machine and bobbin, or when you have other difficulties.
4. One hour time limit.
5. Resource information is available for each contest at the Extension Office.
Listed below are the skills you will demonstrate at each skill level. Sign up on the registration form for
which skill level you are competing in.
Sewing machines, irons and ironing boards are provided. The fabric and patterns for all the sewing
contests will be provided.
SKILL LEVELS:
Skill Level 1
Skill Level 2
Skill Level 3
Skill Level 4
Skill Level 5
Skill Level 6
Skill Level 7
Skill Level 8 & 9

Sewing button by hand. Machine control shown by stitching on
paper grids. (Practice sheets available at the extension office.)
A machine hem
Back of a skirt seam, seam finish and a clean finish hem
Skirt back with dart and make a ruffle & apply to hemline of skirt
Neck facing with fusible interfacing
Put a pocket on a shirt front
Put a lapped zipper in a skirt back
Set in sleeve in a top

CROCHETING SKILLS CONTEST
Participate in the skill level in which you are enrolled. Bring a tape measure, scissors and the size yarn and
hook specified in your contest.
SKILL LEVEL 1

Single crochet, chain and space.
4-ply yarn, any color, and a size H crochet hook.

SKILL LEVEL 2

Working in rounds.
4-ply yarn in 3 different colors plus black. Size E crochet hook.

SKILL LEVEL 3

Shells — Gauge 6"
4-ply yarn, any color, and a Size H crochet hook.
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KNITTING SKILLS CONTEST

This contest is designed to test skills that have been taught for each specific skill level. You should
participate in the skill level in which you are enrolled.
Equipment and materials you need to bring with you:
1. Knitting needles required for your skill level.
2. Four-ply yarn or yarns depending on your skill level.
3. Crochet hook.
SKILL LEVEL 1

Cast on, stockinette stitch, and bind off.

SKILL LEVEL 2

Ribbing; stockinette; increases and decreases; pass yarn over.

SKILL LEVEL 3

Stockinette; pick up stitches

SKILL LEVEL 4

Cable stitch

SKILL LEVEL 5

Do a pattern with a main color and contrasting color, following a graph.

SCORE CARD for Knitting & Crochet Skill Contest

Work habits ........................................................................................................................................................ 20
Skill ...................................................................................................................................................................... 35
Finished Product ............................................................................................................................................... 45
TOTAL 100

SCRAPBOOKING SKILLS CONTEST
Skill Level 1 Matt Cutting
Skill Level 2 Embossing (Heat)
Tool Identification: Bone folder
Stylus
Paper Cutter
Ruler/Straight Edge

Card Stock vs Construction
Scoring board
Paper Scissors
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FCS Skill-a-thon (replaces Foods and Clothing Judging Contests)
The state has replaced the foods and clothing judging contests with a FCS (Family and
Consumer Sciences) Skill-a-thon. The study guides for this contest can be found on the State
4-H Website
The Skill-a-thon will include the following classes:
1. Clothing and Textile ID class
2. Foods and Nutrition ID class
3. Home Environment ID class
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PRE-FAIR CONTEST DAYS AWARDS
TABLESETTING AWARDS

PRESENTATION AWARDS

Champion Junior award by Dwayne & Carol Voss
Champion Int award by Hadley & ShanRae Hawkins
Champion Senior award by Jean & Ferrin Haefer

OUTDOOR COOKERY

Champion Junior Individual Presentation by Wallowa Co.
Fair Board
Champion Junior Individual Demonstration by Wallowa Co.
Fair Board
Champion Junior Team Presentation by John & Eileen
Williams
Champion Junior Team Demonstration by John & Eileen
Williams
Champion Intermediate Individual Presentation by Mentor
Match Entrepreneur Program
Champion Intermediate Individual Demonstration by
Mentor Match Entrepreneur Program
Champion Intermediate Team Presentation by Sara &
Dusty Tippet
Champion Intermediate Team Demonstration by Sara &
Dusty Tippet
Champion Senior Individual Presentation by Wheatland
Insurance
Champion Senior Individual Demonstration by Wheatland
Insurance
Champion Senior Team Presentation, Larry & Tami
Wightman
Champion Senior Team Demonstration, Larry & Tami
Wightman

MINI-MEAL CONTEST

Best Intermediate Presentation using Beef ...................$10.00
Best Senior Presentation using Beef ...............................$10.00
Donor: Wallowa County Stockgrowers

MEASURING SKILLS

Champion Junior award by Norman Arts, Tim & Nickie
Norman

FOOD PREPARATION

[Judge's Choice Awards]
Best Junior All-Around Cooking contestant award by
Hurricane Creek Grange GWA
Best Intermediate All-Around Cooking Contestant award
by The Bookloft
Best Senior All-Around Cooking Contestant award by Chuck
& Kris Fraser
Oregon Dairy Women Awards are for:
Junior, Intermediate & Senior Food Preparation Contests:
(Food prepared emphasizes dairy foods)
Highest Blue Awards receive $30.00
2nd Highest Blue Awards receive $20.00
Champion Jr., Int. & Sr. Outdoor Cookery contest from Debi
Warnock……………….…....…….Gift award
In Each Food Preparation & Food Preservation contest

Presentations emphasizing dairy foods or dairy cattle
production or management:
Highest Blue Jr, Int & Senior.……………………$30.00
2nd Highest Placing Jr, Int & Senior .……………$20.00
Donor: Oregon Dairy Women

Best Int. using Beef (mini-meal) ....................................... $5.00
Best Senior using Beef (mini-meal .................................... $5.00
Donor: Wallowa County Stockgrowers

SEWING SKILLS CONTEST

Champions in each division (Jr., Int., and Sr.) receive gift
award from the 4-H Leaders Association.

FASHION REVUE AWARDS

Champion Junior Clothing Fashion Revue by Wallowa Lake
Fudge Company
Champion Intermediate Clothing Fashion Revue by Liberty
Grange
Champion Senior Clothing Fashion Revue by Liberty Grange

SHOOTING SPORTS

High Point Archer award by Stangel Industries and Dick &
Nancy Stangel
Most Improved Archer award by Jean & Ferrin Haefer
High Point Rifle Member award by Dwayne & Carol Voss
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All-Around 4-H Home Ec Awards

[To be awarded at Family Appreciation Night in the fall]
All 4-H Home Ec members are eligible. Awards will be presented to an individual in each division (Jr., Int., Senior) with
highest points accumulated by combining Spring and Fall Fair participation in Home Ec projects and contests. Preference is
given to members giving a presentation. If a tie, scores on record books will be used to determine winners: FOODS,
CLOTHING, KNITTING.
A. FOODS – Junior only contests: Measuring Contest (1st year juniors only); Snappy Snacks, Better Breakfast, Cookies.
Junior, Intermediate & Senior contests: Microwave, Table Setting, Favorite Foods, County Fair Baking Products, Recipe
Contest, Educational Food Posters, Decorated Cake, Outdoor Cookery, Food Preservation.
B. CLOTHING - Record book contest, August Fair project, Fashion Revue, judging contest, skills contest and presentation.
C. KNITTING - Record book contest, August Fair project, Fashion Revue, judging contest, skills contest and presentation.
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FOODS OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Dairy Products:
Milk - whole, 2%, low-fat, skim, buttermilk, dried,
evaporated, condensed
Whey
Butter (not margarine)
Sour Cream
Yogurt
Cheese - cream, cottage, American, Cheddar, etc.

Listed below is a partial list of products representing the
Pacific Northwest. Most food preparation contests require
at least two products from the list.
Grains:
Flour
Bran
Popcorn
Barley
Corn
Oats
Ready-to-Eat Cereal

Wheat

Rice
Bulgur

Vegetables: fresh, frozen, dried
Zucchini
Carrots
Potatoes
Pumpkin
Broccoli
Cauliflower
Tomatoes
Peas
Beans
Corn

Nuts:
Filberts [Hazelnuts]
Walnuts
Eggs

Fruits:

Sweeteners:
Beet Sugar
Honey

fresh, frozen, dried, juice, jam, jelly, preserves
Apples
Cranberries
Berries
Grapes (not raisins)
PeachesPears
Plums
Prunes
Cherries
Apricots

Flavorings:
Spearmint
Peppermint
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